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Abstract

We present a vision-based method for signer diarization – the task of automatically determining "who signed when?" in a video. This task has similar motivations and applications as speaker diarization but has received little attention in the literature. In this paper, we motivate the problem and propose a method for solving it. The method is based on the hypothesis that signers make more movements than their interlocutors. Experiments on four videos (a total of 1.4 hours and each consisting of two signers) show the applicability of the method. The best diarization error rate (DER) obtained is 0.16.

1. Introduction

Speaker diarization is the task of determining who spoke when? in an audio and/or video recording. This task is a dedicated domain of research in the multimedia signal processing community [19, 2]. The applications of speaker diarization include: speech and speaker indexing, document content structuring, speaker recognition, speaker attributed speech-to-text transcription and speech translation.

Most applications and technologies of diarization are driven by spoken language. But spoken language is one of the modalities of human communication. Text and sign languages are the other common modalities. In this paper, we focus on the visual-gestural modality and provide a baseline algorithm for determining who signed when? in a video recording of sign language.

In section 2, we present the motivations and applications of signer diarization. Signer diarization applications are similar to those of speaker diarization. In section 4, we propose and implement a method for solving the problem. The method uses no more knowledge than signers’ movements (i.e. no sign recognition is involved). The implementation uses corner detection and tracking algorithms. In sections 5 and 6, we report and discuss experiment results.

2. Motivation

Sign language processing lies at the intersection of computer vision and computational linguistics. On the one hand, sign language is visual, lending itself to all issues of computer vision problems. On the other hand, sign language is a proper natural language with its own rules. The intersection offers both challenges and opportunities for developing and testing theories/applications. Signer diarization is one example where the visual aspect of the task makes it simpler than speaker diarization (modeling a speaker’s sound is generally hard).

Apart from the insight that signer diarization offers into vision and language, automatically determining who signed when? in a video recording of unknown content and unknown signers has immediate applications in sign language technologies. These include information retrieval, machine translation and signer tracking. In general, the applications come in the following forms.

Pre-processing module for single signer-based systems: Signer diarization output can be used as input for signer tracking, signer identification and signer verification algorithms. It can also be used to adapt automatic sign language recognition towards a given signer. Currently, signer-dependent sign language recognition systems outperform signer-independent systems [3, 24, 25, 7, 1]. In this context, automatic signer diarization systems can be used as input to signer adaptation methods.

Signer indexing and rich transcription: Indexing video by signers and the linguistic transcripts makes information search and processing more efficient for both humans and machines. Typical uses of such output are for message summarization, machine translation and linguistic and behavioral analysis (for example, turn-taking studies [16, 6]).

The need for some of the aforementioned applications may not be urgent given sign language recognition is at research stage [7]. But in turn-taking studies [16], humans already perform manual signer diarization. Unfortunately, manual diarization has limitations - it is slow, costly and does not scale with the increasing amount of data. Therefore, there is a need for automatic signer diarization tools.
3. Signer diarization complexity

Given a video of signers recorded using a single camera, automatically determining who signed when? is challenging. The challenge arises from signers themselves and the environment (recording conditions).

3.1. Signers

To begin with, the number of signers is unknown and this number may change in time as a participant leaves or joins the conversation. The locations and orientations of signers may change and these changes could take place while signing. Signers may take short signing turns and often enough sign at the same time (overlap in time). The signing spaces of signers may also be shared (overlap in space).

3.2. Environment

The environment includes background and camera noises. The background objects of the video may include dynamic objects – increasing the ambiguity of signing activity. The properties and configurations of the camera induce variations of scale, translation, rotation, view, occlusion, etc. These variations coupled with lighting conditions may introduce noises. These challenges are common in many other computer vision problems too.

4. Method

Sign language is a gestural-visual language. A signer produces a sequence of signs and an interlocutor sees and interprets the sequence. Like a spoken language, a sign language can be described at different levels of analysis such as phonology, morphology, syntax and semantics [21].

The phonemes, which are the basic units of sign languages, are made from a set of hand shapes, locations and movements [17]. These subunits make up the manual signs of a given sign language. The whole message of an utterance is contained not only in manual signs but also in non-manual signs (facial expressions, head/shoulder motion and body posture) [13].

In theory, an automatic signer diarization system can exploit some or all of the basic units from both manual and non-manual signs to perform signer diarization. In practice, however, some sub-units are easier to extract and exploit by the machine. This paper proposes a diarization algorithm based on body movements. The hypothesis is that the active signer makes more movements than the interlocutors.

4.1. Algorithm

The automatic signer diarization algorithm consists of modules that determine: (a) the number of signers (b) their identities (or signatures) and (c) whether or not they signed.

Each module can be simple or complex depending on the content of the video and recording conditions. The most general signer diarization system assumes nothing of the number of signers, their signatures and the video recording conditions. Such a method, besides being more complex to develop, will be inefficient and may even be less performing than a system developed and tailored for a specific instance of video recording conditions [22].

In our diarization system, we make a number of simplifying assumptions about the video recording conditions and provide a mechanism for user involvement using annotation tools like ELAN [15]. The user of the system makes some simple decisions to initialize the system. The user determines the number of signers from the first frame of the video by creating bounding boxes for each signer. These bounding boxes limit the boundaries of the signing spaces for each signer. The diarization system assumes the signers maintain their location (this is a reasonable assumption for videos of interviews and conference meetings) or are tracked [9]. Given the locations of signers, the rest is to define what constitutes signing activity and to determine its occurrence from frame to frame for each signer/location.

What constitutes signing activity? At any frame, each bounded box (i.e. a signer) will have some movement of the head/hands (arising either from signing activity or noise). Movements that last longer than a fixed number of frames are considered to constitute a signing activity. In other words, brief head or hand movements are excluded. The motivation for the exclusion of isolated and brief movements is to remove noise and to avoid confusion between real signs and relaxing movements.

4.2. Implementation

What is a hand/face and what is a movement from implementation perspective? We use corners to detect and track body movements. Corners are shown to be good features for tracking [18]. They have the property that they are different from their surrounding points. A given point in a homogenous image cannot be identified whether or not it has moved in the subsequent frame. Similarly, a given point along an edge cannot be identified whether or not it has moved along that edge. However, the motion of a corner can conveniently be computed and identified [18].

For a given application, not all corners in a video are equally important. For sign activity detection, the interesting corners are the ones resulting from body movements, mainly from head and hand movements. In order to filter out corners irrelevant to body movements, we ignore corners that do not move more than a given threshold. For tracking the movement of corners, we apply the pyramidal implementation of the Lucas-Kanade algorithm [4, 5].

The Lucas Kanade algorithm works based on three assumptions: 1) brightness constancy: a point in a given image does not change in appearance as it moves from frame to frame 2) temporal persistence: the motion of a surface
patch changes slowly in time 3) spatial coherence: neighboring points in a frame belong to the same surface and have similar motion (for example, points of the right hand roughly move together).

The following is a pseudocode for determining the active signer(s).

- Bound a region for each signer.
- Detect corners [18] in the bounded regions.
- Track corners using Lucas-Kanade algorithm [4, 5].
- Keep only those that move greater than X pixels.
- Find histogram of motion orientations and keep N-best (N is, typically, three corresponding to head, left and right hands).
- Join consecutive motion segments that come from the same region. Uninterrupted motion sequences from the same region constitute a signing turn.
- Remove motion segments with duration less than Y frames. If a motion segment is not part of a signing activity, it is likely to be noise.
- Join consecutive motion segments that come from the same regions (after motion segments less than Y frames are removed).
- Classify motion segments based on region. Motion segments, which have beginning and end times, correspond to signing times for the signer in the bounded region.

5. Experiments

5.1. Datasets

We ran the signer diarization method on four videos taken from the Language Archive at the Max Planck Institute for Psycholinguistics\(^1\). Each video has two signers of Kata Kolok [10]. Table 1 shows the details of the interaction of the signers in the videos. The details are extracted from manually annotated data.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Video</th>
<th>Length</th>
<th>STP</th>
<th>STM</th>
<th>DSS</th>
<th>SO</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>KN5</td>
<td>≈17</td>
<td>82.89</td>
<td>16.30</td>
<td>62.56</td>
<td>9.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PiKe</td>
<td>≈18</td>
<td>70.04</td>
<td>15.40</td>
<td>57.62</td>
<td>11.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ReKe</td>
<td>≈24</td>
<td>81.82</td>
<td>19.10</td>
<td>58.13</td>
<td>9.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SuJu</td>
<td>≈24</td>
<td>78.13</td>
<td>15.24</td>
<td>66.39</td>
<td>9.68</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Length = Video length in minutes
STP = Signing Time Percentage
STM = # of Signing Turns per Minute
DSS = Dominant Signer Share of sign time
SO = % of Signers Overlap (over sign time)

Diarization error rate is computed as the fraction of signer time that is not attributed correctly to a signer. Equation 1 shows the formula for the DER.

\[
DER = \frac{\sum_{s \in S} dur(s) \left( max(N_r(s), N_h(s)) - N_c(s) \right)}{\sum_{s \in S} dur(s) N_r(s)},
\]

where

- \(dur(s)\) = the duration of segment \(s\),
- \(N_r(s)\) = the # of reference signers signing in segment \(s\),
- \(N_h(s)\) = the # of system signers signing in segment \(s\),
- \(N_c(s)\) = the # of reference signers signing in segment \(s\) for whom their matching (mapped) system signers are also signing in segment \(s\). A segment \(s\) is the time range where no reference signer or system signer starts signing or stops signing.

In qualitative terms, diarization error rate consists of three types of errors: false alarm signer time fraction (i.e. system predicted signing time that is not in the reference), missed signer time fraction (system failed to predict signing time that is in the reference) and signer error time fraction (signer time that is attributed to the wrong signer).

6. Results and Discussion

The diarization system outputs motion segments (start and end times) for each signer. This output is evaluated for correctness against manually annotated data and the results are reported in terms of Diarization Error Rate (DER). The reference frames are those frames that have manual annotations (70-80% of the video length as shown in table 1).

Table 2 presents the diarization error rate for each video. The best DER scores are obtained for SuJu, KN5 and ReKe videos. The more the dominance of one signer and the less overlap, the lower the diarization error. The worst DER is obtained for PiKe video. The explanation for the latter result has to do with false alarm errors (movements that are detected by the algorithm but that are not annotated as signs in the manually annotated data).

Examining the video shows the sources of the false alarms. One source is the movement of a child that comes

\(^1\)http://corpus1.mpi.nl/ds/imdi_browseset
to her mother for part of the video. The other source is the appearance of signing activity of one signer in the signing space of the other signer. The latter source increases false alarms because the signs occur in the other signer’s space.

An important parameter of the signer diarization algorithm is the number of frames to remove – parameter \( Y \) described in the pseudocode in subsection 4.2. This parameter controls the minimum duration of body movements to consider as signing activity. It is measured in frames and any motion less than \( Y \) is considered noise and discarded.

Figure 1 shows the impact of varying the \( Y \) parameter on error rates for the four videos. The larger the \( Y \) value, the higher the missed signs and the lower false alarms (and vice versa). In other words, the \( Y \) value controls the trade-off between false alarms and missed signs. The best \( Y \) values that result in the lowest diarization errors are indicated in table 2.

Apart from the duration of the movements, the presented diarization algorithm does not interpret the movements. This makes it applicable independent of sign languages/signers but it also makes it vulnerable to false alarms. But, as our results indicate, movement is one of the most informative indicators of signing activity or uttering activity, in general. Movements that hearing speakers make, called gestures, are also used to identify speakers [11, 20, 8]. The algorithm outlined in this paper has also been applied in speaker diarization based on the hypothesis that the gesturer is the speaker [11].

In standard speaker diarization systems, which are based on iterative segmenting and clustering [23, 12], each speaker is modeled by a GMM model and the segmentation is done using HMM-Viterbi decoding. More specifically, the system starts with \( K \) clusters after front-end acoustic processing and removing non-speech segments. At every iteration, two clusters are merged with the best BIC score and after every merging, the whole process of re-training the GMM models (using EM) and segmenting the data (using HMM-viterbi) is repeated.

By contrast, the diarization system presented in this paper uses intuitive heuristics. Each signer is modeled by a location. The motions of each signer (called motion segments) are equivalent to the clusters in speaker diarization. Merging of motion segments is done based on their location and time gaps of their occurrence. The closer the motion segments are both in time and in space, the more likely they belong to a signing activity of one signer. If signing spaces are shared, which is not unlikely, our system fails to disambiguate the sources of signing activity.

### 7. Conclusions and Future Work

We introduced and motivated the signer diarization problem by drawing similarities with the speaker diarization problem. We also proposed a signer diarization method based on the hypothesis that signers make more body movements than their interlocutors. We implemented the method using corner detection and tracking algorithms. Experimental results show the applicability of the method.

From our results, we can make two conclusions. First, body motion is an inexpensive source of information and as such can serve as a baseline for signer diarization. Second, not all body motions are signing activity. Signing activity detector may need to be applied as preprocessing before the diarization task. Such a detector can be trained on annotated data using features extracted from body posture, head orientations (interlocutors look at the active signer) and audio (signers do sometimes make sound).

Future study should examine an efficient probabilistic implementation of the algorithm outlined in this paper.

### Table 2. Performance

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Video</th>
<th>( Y )</th>
<th>MS</th>
<th>FA</th>
<th>SE</th>
<th>DER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>KN5</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PiKe</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ReKe</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SuJu</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\( Y \) = minimum signing duration (frames)  
MS = fraction of Missed Sign  
FA = fraction of False Alarm  
SE = fraction of Wrong Signer Prediction  
DER = MS + FA + SE
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